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Many proposals for solid-state photonic implementations of quantum information processing utilize high-quality optical resonators to achieve strong coupling between guided ﬁelds and heterogeneously incorporated qubits. Given the practical diﬃculty of accurately placing quantum dots,
vacancy centers, or other such atom-like emitters throughout a complex nanophotonic circuit, it
would be natural to consider whether high-quality resonators could be used in conjunction with
bulk optical nonlinearities to create optically-coupled qubit degrees of freedom via lithographic
patterning of a homogeneous medium. A recent limit theorem for quantum stochastic diﬀerential
equations can be used to prove rigorously that this should be possible, in principle, using resonators
incorporating a strongly Kerr-nonlinear, χ(2) -nonlinear, or two-photon absorbing material with very
low loss at the fundamental optical wavelength.
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Optical resonators incorporating nonlinear refractive or
absorptive materials have long been of interest in classical information technology for photonic computation and
switching [1]. Recent advances in the fabrication of highquality nanophotonic resonators via lithographic patterning of optically nonlinear materials hold great promise for
such applications, enabling the study of optical bistability and related switching phenomena at very low (subfemtojoule) energy scales [2, 3]. In the attojoule (fewphoton) limit that one might ultimately hope to reach
with strongly nonlinear low-loss materials and ultra-high
quality resonator fabrication, cavity nonlinear optics in
fact crosses over into a regime of nonclassical physics
characterized by quantum ﬂuctuations and squeezing [4].
Should we therefore expect some kind of quantum dynamics to take the place of classical (dissipative) switching in this limit? In the case of an intracavity Kerr nonlinearity it can be shown that the two stable branches of
dispersive optical bistability limit to the two basis states
of a coherent qubit that responds canonically to optical
ﬁelds driving the resonator. A qubit limit can also in
principle be reached with χ(2) nonlinearity and, somewhat surprisingly, with two-photon absorption as long as
low losses are maintained at the fundamental wavelength
of the cavity resonance. It is hoped that this observation
may help further to motivate research on lithographycompatible materials for nonlinear optics.
Our proof of the above assertions relies on a recent
limit theorem for quantum stochastic diﬀerential equations (QSDE’s) due to Bouten, Van Handel and Silberfarb [5]. We therefore begin by establishing notation required to connect with the technical setup of this theorem, however, the reader need not be familiar with
QSDE’s to follow the main results below. The cavity nonlinear optical models that we wish to consider
can be speciﬁed via choice of coeﬃcients in a HudsonParthasarathy equation [6, 7] for the time evolution of a
Heisenberg propagator. The coeﬃcients, conventionally
labeled K, Li and Nij , are generally operator-valued with
i and j as indices for the n input-output channels cou-

pled to the cavity. The Hamiltonian of the intracavity
dynamics is H = Im [K] and the corresponding master
equation for the intracavity dynamics is given by (~ = 1)
}
n {
∑
1
1
†
†
†
ρ̇ = −i[H, ρ] +
Li ρLi − Li Li ρ − ρLi Li . (1)
2
2
i=1
Note that the Li as deﬁned here and in [5] are hermitian
conjugates of the usual Lindblad operators from quantum
optics. Although the Nij do not appear in the master
equation for the internal degrees of freedom, they are
required to construct scattering models [11, 12] in which
the cavity input-output channels drive or are driven by
additional quantum systems [9, 10].
Within this framework, we ﬁrst consider a single-mode
optical resonator incorporating a Kerr nonlinear medium.
The corresponding Hamiltonian can be written [8]
H = ∆ a† a + χ a† a† aa = (∆ − χ + χa† a)a† a,

(2)

where a is the annihilation operator for the intracavity
ﬁeld, ∆ is the detuning of the cavity resonance from the
frequency ωp of a rotating frame for the model, and χ is a
coeﬃcient that ﬁxes the strength of the Kerr nonlinearity.
The second form of the Hamiltonian emphasizes that a
Kerr nonlinearity induces a shift in the cavity resonance
frequency proportional to the intracavity photon number. If we consider a cavity that has two input-output
channels (i.e., is coupled to two waveguides, one of which
could be used to model distributed losses) with associated
photon coupling rates κa1,2 , we can choose Nij = δij and
√
L1 = eiωp t κa1 a† ,

√
L2 = eiωp t κa2 a† .

(3)

As can be seen by assembling the corresponding master
equation, the total cavity decay rate is thus set to κa ≡
κa1 + κa2 . If we want to consider the dynamics with
a coherent driving ﬁeld incident through channel 1, we
can use the series product [11, 12] to derive the simple
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FIG. 1: Numerical integrations of the pre-limit (ﬁnite χ) master equation for a driven Kerr-nonlinear cavity with κa1 = 0.5,
κa2 = ∆ = 0, α = 10 and (a) χ = −100, (b) χ = −20. Black
crosses are ⟨0|ρ|0⟩, red circles are ⟨1|ρ|1⟩, green diamonds are
the sum of the remaining populations, red solid curve is ⟨1|ρ|1⟩
according to the limit (qubit) master equation (6).
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FIG. 2: Numerical integrations of the pre-limit (ﬁnite g, κb )
master equation for a driven χ(2) -nonlinear cavity with κa1 =
0.5, κa2 = ∆ = 0, κb = 5000, α = 10 and (a) g = −3000,
(b) g = −600. Black crosses are ⟨0a 0b |ρ|0a 0b ⟩, red circles are
⟨1a 0b |ρ|1a 0b ⟩, green diamonds are the sum of the remaining
populations, red solid curve is ⟨1|ρ|1⟩ according to the limit
(qubit) master equation (6).

modiﬁcations

√
κa1
H → ∆ a a + χ a a aa +
(αa† − α∗ a),
2i
√
√
L1 → eiωp t ( κa1 a† + α∗ ), L2 → eiωp t κa2 a† . (4)
†

† †

Here α is the complex amplitude of the driving ﬁeld
(|α|2 has units of photons/sec) and we assume that the
rotating frame of the model has the same frequency
as the driving ﬁeld. With this notation in place we
can remind the reader of the physical origin of dispersive optical bistability in the classical regime, in which
κa ≫ |χ|. Assuming ∆ and χ have opposite sign and
that |∆| & κa , there can be two equilibrium conditions
for ﬁxed κa1,2 , α, ∆, χ: either ⟨a† a⟩ is small because the
cavity is driven oﬀ-resonance and the detuning ‘correction’ χa† a is negligible, or ⟨a† a⟩ becomes large enough to
make (∆ − χ + χa† a) . κa and the external driving ﬁeld
can self-consistently maintain the high intracavity photon number because of the decrease in eﬀective detuning.
If we now contemplate the possibility of achieving
|χ| ≫ κa in future nanophotonic systems with strongly
nonlinear media and high-quality resonators, we immediately recognize that by setting ∆ = χ in Eq. (2) we would
be left with a model of a highly anharmonic oscillator. If
the level spacing between the one- and two-photon basis
states is thus made very diﬀerent from that of the spacing between the zero- and one-photon states, it would
seem possible that a ﬁnite-strength driving ﬁeld should
drive transitions only within the lowest ‘qubit’ subspace.
This type of scenario recalls some basic ideas from circuit
quantum electrodynamics [13] in which the nonlinear inductance of a Josephson Junction can be used to isolate
a qubit subspace of a superconducting LC-oscillator in a
similar fashion.

To develop this idea more rigorously, we invoke Theorem 11 from [5] to obtain the limit QSDE that governs the
open quantum system dynamics in the parameter regime
|χ| ≫ κa , α, ∆. We satisfy the ‘singular scaling assumption’ and ‘structural requirements’ for the theorem by
setting (in the notation of [5])
Y = iχa† a† aa, A = 0, F1 = F2 = 0,
H0 = span {|0⟩, |1⟩},
∞
∑
−i
Ỹ =
|m⟩⟨m|,
m(m − 1)χ
m=2

(5)

where |m⟩ denotes the m-photon Fock state. We thus
obtain a limit master equation that can be written
{
}
1 †
1 †
′
†
ρ̇ = −i[H , ρ] + κa σρσ − σ σρ − ρσ σ ,
2
2
√
′
†
†
∗
(6)
H = ∆σ σ − i κa1 (ασ − α σ),
where σ ≡ |0⟩⟨1| and the evolution of the cavity state is
now conﬁned to the qubit subspace, span {|0⟩, |1⟩}. We
clearly recognize this master equation as being equivalent
to that of a two-level atom with spontaneous emission
rate κa , driven by an external ﬁeld with Rabi frequency
√
2 κa1 |α| and detuning ∆. Hence the emergence of qubitlike dynamics is established in this limit. Fig. 1 shows
numerical examples [14] of the behavior of the pre-limit
(ﬁnite χ) master equation with κa1 = 0.5, κa2 = ∆ = 0,
α = 10. With χ = −100 we observe a damped Rabi
oscillation within the qubit subspace in close correspondence with quantitative predictions of the limit model,
and for χ = −20 there is still qualitative agreement although some population leaks quickly out of the qubit
subspace.

3

√
L1 = eiωp t ( κa1 a† + α∗ ),
√
√
L2 = eiωp t κa2 a† , L3 = e2iωp t κb b† ,
√
κa1
H = ∆a† a +
(αa† − α∗ a) + 2∆b† b
2i
g
+i (a† a† b − aab† ),
2

(7)

(8)

where Ia denotes the identity operator on the Fock space
of the a mode, we obtain the limit master equation
{
}
1 †
1 †
′
†
ρ̇ = −i[H , ρ] + κa aρa − a aρ − ρa a
2
2
{
}
g2
1
1
† †
† †
† †
+
aaρa a − a a aaρ − ρa a aa ,
κb
2
2
√
†
∗
′
†
(9)
H = ∆a a − i κa1 (αa − α a),
with the b mode now adiabatically eliminated [30]. We
can obtain a ﬁnal master equation identical to Eq. (6) by
using the theorem again to take the limit of large g 2 /κb ,
setting
g2 † †
a a aa,
2κb

A = 0,

g
F3 = e2iωp t √ a† a† ,
κb
H0 = span {|0a 0b ⟩, |1a 0b ⟩},
∞
∑
−2κb
|ma ⟩⟨ma |,
Ỹ = Ib ⊗
ma (ma − 1)g 2
m =2
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where b is now the annihilation operator for a pump mode
at twice the frequency of the fundamental, we ﬁrst consider the limit of large g and κb with g 2 /κb ﬁxed. Note
that we assume no driving of the pump cavity mode and
assign it only a single input-output channel for decay.
Applying once again the theorem from [5] with
1
g
Y = − κb b† b, A = (aab† − a† a† b),
2
2
√
F1 = F2 = 0, F3 = e2iωp t κb b† ,
H0 = span {|0a 0b ⟩, |1a 0b ⟩, . . .},
∞
∑
−2
Ỹ = Ia ⊗
|mb ⟩⟨mb |,
m
b κb
m =1

6

ha† ai

A qubit limit can also be derived in the case of an intracavity χ(2) -type nonlinearity [4] that degenerately couples the high-quality cavity mode of interest to a much
lower-quality pump mode at twice the frequency. Starting from the pre-limit coeﬃcients Nij = δij and

F1 = F2 = 0,

(10)

a

where Ib is the identity operator on the Fock space of the
b mode.
In view of the latter result, we see that we could actually start with a model (9) with (cavity enhanced) twophoton absorption (TPA) as the only optical nonlinearity
and still expect to obtain qubit-like dynamics in the limit
of large TPA rate. This is encouraging from a practical

FIG. 3: (a) Time evolution of ⟨a† a⟩ for the TPA master equation (9) with κa1 = 0.5, κa2 = 0, ∆ = 0, α = 10 and
g 2 /κb = 5000 (black), 200 (green), 40 (red), 8 (blue), 0.5
(black dash-dot).

perspective since nonlinear absorption seems generally
more straightforward to engineer [16–19] than nonlinear
refraction without concomitant TPA [20]. The idea of using strong TPA to conﬁne the quantum evolution of the
intracavity ﬁeld state to the zero/one-photon subspace is
reminiscent of several recent proposals for quantum logic
gates [21, 22] or all-optical switching [15, 23] based on
the ‘quantum Zeno’ eﬀect. Fig. 2 shows numerical examples generated by integrating the pre-limit χ(2) master
equation corresponding to the model (7); very similar results are obtained by integrating the pre-limit TPA master equation (9) with corresponding values of g 2 /κb (not
shown). In both cases the apparent decay rate of the
Rabi oscillation increases when the relevant parameter
(g or g 2 /κb ) is not very large, although the conﬁnement
to the qubit subspace remains quite good; the manner of
approach to the qubit limit is thus seen to be somewhat
diﬀerent in the χ(2) /TPA scenarios than for the Kerr
nonlinearity. Fig. 3 displays plots of ⟨a† a⟩ as a function
of time, generated by numerical integration of the TPA
master equation (9) for g 2 /κb decreasing from 5000 down
to 0.5, illustrating the loss of Rabi oscillations and a transition to monotonic evolution qualitatively similar to that
of a linear cavity. It is interesting to note however that
with g 2 /κb → 0 the steady-state photon number with
κa = 0.5 and α = 10 would be ⟨a† a⟩ ≈ 800, hence the
optical limiting eﬀect of TPA on the response of the fundamental mode to a coherent external drive is seen to be
remarkably strong even for the lowest TPA rate considered (g 2 /κb = 0.5 = κa ). Indeed, relatively weak (in the
context of the current discussion) TPA in bulk semiconductors is widely investigated in classical photonics for
the design of broadband optical limiters [24] and related
logic devices for pulsed signal ﬁelds [25].
The natural information processing paradigm of purely
linear photonics is that of Laplace transfer functions acting on classical analog signals [26], while the addition of
moderate optical nonlinearities enables bistable switching phenomena that can be used to implement classical
digital logic [1]. Here we have seen that the incorporation
of extreme optical nonlinearities (while preserving low
loss at the fundamental wavelength) could in principle enable a transition to quantum information processing [27]
with localized photonic qubits. It seems natural to ask
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FIG. 4: (a) Time evolution of δB [ρ], a relative-entropy based
non-Gaussianity measure [28, 29], for the pre-limit TPA
model with κa1 = 0.5, κa2 = 0, ∆ = 0 and g 2 /κb = 200 (red
solid trace) or g 2 /κb = 20 (black dash-dot trace). (b) Wigner
function of the intracavity ﬁeld at t = 0.2101 for g 2 /κb = 20.
(c) Wigner function of the intracavity ﬁeld for g 2 /κb = 200.

however if there should be useful ‘quantum analog’ signal representations that would naturally suit the regime
of strong but ﬁnite optical nonlinearity, and whether
a corresponding ‘semi-quantum’ information processing
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